We show that a Boolean degree d function on the slice
Introduction
Nisan and Szegedy [10] showed that a Boolean degree d function on the hypercube {0, 1} n depends on at most d2 d−1 coordinates, and described a Boolean degree d function which depends on Ω(2 d ) coordinates. Let us denote the optimal bound by γ(d). The goal of this paper is to generalize this result to the slice (We explain in Section 2 what degree d means for functions on the hypercube and on the slice. ) Filmus et al. [5] proved a version of Theorem 1.1 (with a non-optimal bound on the number of points) when k/n is bounded away from 0, 1, but their bound deteriorates as k/n gets closer to 0, 1. We use their result (which we reproduce here, to keep the proof self-contained) to bootstrap our own inductive argument.
The case d = 1 is much easier. The following folklore result is proved formally in [4] : Theorem 1.2. If 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 and f :
[n] k → {0, 1} has degree 1, then f depends on at most one coordinate.
The bounds on k in this theorem are optimal, since every function on
[n] 1 and on
[n] n−1 has degree 1. In contrast, the bounds on k in Theorem 1.1 are probably not optimal, an issue we discuss in Section 4.
Let us close this introduction by mentioning a recent result of Keller and Klein [7] , which studies Boolean functions on
[n] k which are ǫ-close to being degree d, where distance is measured using the squared L 2 norm. Assuming that k ≤ n/2, their result states that if ǫ < (k/n) O(d) then f is O(ǫ)-close to a junta.
Preliminaries
In this paper, we discuss Boolean functions, which are 0, 1-valued functions, on two different domains: the hypercube and the slice. We will use the notation [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
A degree d function (in a context in which degree is defined) is a function of degree at most d.
The hypercube. The n-dimensional hypercube is the domain {0, 1} n . Every function on the hypercube can be represented uniquely as a multilinear polynomial in the n input arguments x 1 , . . . , x n . The degree of a function on the hypercube is the degree of this polynomial. Alternatively, the degree of a function on the hypercube is the minimum degree of a polynomial in x 1 , . . . , x n which agrees with the function on all points of the hypercube. A function on the hypercube is an m-junta if it depends on at most m inputs, that is, if there exists a set I of m inputs such that f (x) = f (y) as long as x i = y i for all i ∈ I; we also say that f is an I-junta. For more information on functions on the hypercube from this perspective, consult O'Donnell's monograph [11] .
n consisting of all vectors having Hamming weight k. The slice appears naturally in combinatorics, coding theory, and elsewhere, and is known to algebraic combinatorialists as the Johnson scheme J(n, k). Every function on the slice can be represented uniquely as a multilinear polynomial P in the n input arguments x 1 , . . . , x n of degree at most min(k, n − k) which satisfies n i=1 ∂P ∂x i = 0 (the latter condition is known as harmonicity). The degree of a function on the slice is the degree of this polynomial. Alternatively, the degree of a function on the slice is the minimum degree of a polynomial in x 1 , . . . , x n (not necessarily multilinear or harmonic) which agrees with the function on all points of the slice.
A function f on the slice is an m-junta if there exist a function g : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} and m indices i 1 < . . . < i m such that f (x) = g(x| i 1 ,...,im ), where x| i 1 ,...,im = x i 1 , . . . , x im . Alternatively, f is an m-junta if there exists a set I of m coordinates such that f is invariant under permutation of the coordinates in [n] \ I; we also say that f is an Ijunta. Note that the set I is not defined uniquely (in contrast to the hypercube case): for example, f = i∈I x i is both an I-junta and an [n] \ I-junta.
The pth norm of f is given by 
Let f be a Boolean function on the slice
, and let i, j ∈ [n]. We define f (i j) to be the function given by
, where x (i j) is obtained from x by switching
, where x is chosen uniformly at random over the slice. An equivalent formula is
It is given by the formula
For a parameter ρ ∈ (0, 1], the noise operator T ρ , mapping functions on the slice to functions on the slice, is defined by
Alternatively, (T ρ f )(x) is the expected value of f (y), where y is chosen by applying
log(1/ρ)) random transpositions to x. Lee and Yau [8] proved a log Sobolev inequality, which together with classical results of Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [1] implies that the following hypercontractive inequality holds for some constant C H > 0:
For more information on functions on the slice, consult [6] .
Main theorem
For the rest of this section, we fix an integer d ≥ 1. Our goal is to prove Theorem 1.1 for this value of d. We will use the phrase universal constant to refer to a constant independent of d.
The strategy of the proof is to proceed in three steps:
Induction: If every Boolean degree d function on
[n] k is an M-junta, then the same holds for
(under certain conditions).
Culmination: If a Boolean degree d function on
is an L-junta but not an (L−1)-junta, then (under certain conditions) there exists a Boolean degree d function on the hypercube depending on L coordinates.
We also show a converse to the last step: given a Boolean degree d function on the hypercube depending on L coordinates, we show how to construct Boolean degree d functions on large enough slices that are L-juntas but not (L − 1)-juntas.
Bootstrapping
We bootstrap our approach by proving that every Boolean degree d function on
[2n] n is a junta. The proof is a simple application of hypercontractivity, and already appears in [5] . We reproduce a simplified version here in order to make the paper self-contained.
The main idea behind the proof is to obtain a dichotomy on the influences of the function.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a universal constant α such that all non-zero influences of a Boolean degree d function on
Proof. Let f be a Boolean degree d function on
Since f has degree d, it follows that f ij can be written as a degree d polynomial, and so has degree at most d. Hypercontractivity (3) implies that for some universal constant ρ, we have
We can estimate the left-hand side of (4) using (2):
We can calculate the right-hand side of (4) using the fact that f ij is 0, ±1-valued:
Combining the estimates on both sides of (4), we conclude that
Hence either 
To complete the proof, we use formula (1) 
. On the other hand, (1) shows that
It follows that
Induction
The heart of the proof is an inductive argument which shows that if Theorem 1.1 holds (with a non-optimal bound on the size of the junta) for the slice
, then it also holds for the slices
, assuming that n is large enough and that k is not too close to 0 or n. Given a Boolean degree d function f on
, the idea is to consider restrictions of f obtained by fixing one of the coordinates. 
. Moreover, since f can be represented as a polynomial of degree d, so can f i , hence deg f i ≤ d. By assumption, f i is an M-junta, and so f i (x) = h i (x| T i ) for some set T i of M indices and some function h i : {0, 1}
T i → {0, 1}. Let S i ⊆ T i be the set of inputs that h i depends on. Then there exists a function g i : {0, 1}
Each of the sets S i individually contains at most M indices. We now show that in fact they contain at most M indices in total.
Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.4, suppose further that n ≥ (M + 1)
The union of any M + 1 of the sets S i contains at most M indices.
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the sets in question are S 1 , . . . , S M +1 . Denote their union by A, and let B = A ∪ {1, . . . , M + 1}. Since |B| ≤ (M + 1) 2 ≤ n, there exists a point r ∈ [n + 1] \ B. We proceed by bounding the number of unordered pairs of distinct indices i, j ∈ [n + 1] \ {r} such that f r = f (i j) r , which we denote by N. Since f r is an M-junta, we know that N ≥ n−M 2 . We will now obtain an upper bound on N in terms of |A| and |B|.
Let 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ M + 1, and suppose that i ∈ S ℓ and j / ∈ S ℓ ∪ {ℓ, r}. We claim that f (i j) r = f r . Indeed, since g ℓ depends on all inputs, there are two inputs y, z to g ℓ , differing only on the ith coordinate, say y i = b and z i = 1 − b, such that g ℓ (y) = g ℓ (z). Since M + 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 − (M + 2), we can extend y to an input x to f satisfying additionally the constraints x ℓ = x r = b and x j = 1 − b. Since x ℓ = x r = b, the input x is in the common domain of f ℓ and f r . Notice that f r (x) = f ℓ (x) = g ℓ (y), whereas
, since x i = y i = b whereas x j = 1 − b. By construction g ℓ (y) = g ℓ (z), and so f r = f , we deduce that
Rearrangement shows that
When n > (M 2 + (3/2)M + 1)(M + 1), we have
, and so |A| < M + 1. We conclude that when n ≥ (M + 1) 3 , we have |A| ≤ M. Proof. Suppose that the union contained at least M + 1 indices i 1 , . . . , i M +1 . Each index i t is contained in some set S jt , and in particular the union of S j 1 , . . . , S j M +1 contains at least M + 1 indices, contradicting the lemma.
Denoting the union of all S i by S, it remains to show that f is an S-junta.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that every Boolean degree d function on
is an M-junta.
Proof. Let b, f i , g i , S i be defined as in Lemma 3.4, and let S denote the union of S 1 , . . . , S n+1 . Corollary 3.6 shows that |S| ≤ M. Since n ≥ (M + 1) 3 , it follows that there exists an index r ∈ [n + 1] \ S. We will show that f (x) = g r (x| Sr ), and so f is an M-junta.
Consider any input x to f . If x r = b then x is in the domain of f r , and so clearly f (x) = f r (x) = g r (x| Sr ). Suppose therefore that x r = 1 − b. Since M + 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 − (M + 2), there exists a coordinate s ∈ [n + 1] \ S such that x s = b, putting x in the domain of f s . Again since M + 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 − (M + 2), there exists a coordinate t ∈ [n + 1] \ (S ∪ {s}) such that x t = b. Since x (r t) is in the domain of f r , we have
Culmination
Combining Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.7, we obtain a version of Theorem 1.1 with a suboptimal upper bound on the size of the junta.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a universal constant C > 1 such that whenever
Proof. Let K be the constant from Lemma 3.3, and let M = K d . We choose C := (K + 2)
3 . Let us assume that k ≤ n/2 (the proof for k ≥ n/2 is very similar). Lemma 3.3 shows that every Boolean degree d function on
k . Applying the lemma n − 2k times, we conclude that every Boolean degree d function on
To complete the proof of the theorem, we show how to convert a Boolean degree d function on the slice depending on many coordinates to a Boolean degree d function on the hypercube depending on the same number of coordinates.
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that f is a Boolean degree d function on
L which depends on all coordinates.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that f (x) = g(x 1 , . . . , x L ) for some Boolean function g on the L-dimensional hypercube. Since f is not an (L − 1)-junta, the function g depends on all coordinates. Since k ≤ L ≤ n − k, as x goes over all points in
[n] k , the vector x 1 , . . . , x L goes over all points in {0, 1} L . It remains to show that there is a degree d polynomial agreeing with g on {0, 1} L . Since f has degree at most d, there is a degree d multilinear polynomial P such that f = P for every point in 
. . , x n ). This is a degree d − a symmetric polynomial, and so a classical result of Minsky and Papert [9] (see also [10, Lemma 3.2] ) implies that there exists a degree d − a univariate polynomial
The right-hand side is a degree d polynomial in x 1 , . . . , x L which agrees with g on {0, 1} L . 
Proof. We define f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = g(x 1 , . . . , x L ). Clearly, f is an L-junta. Since g has degree at most d, there is a polynomial P which agrees with g on all points of {0, 1}
L . The same polynomial also agrees with f on all points of
, and so f also has degree at most d. It remains to show that f is not an (L − 1)-junta.
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that f were an (L − 1)-junta. Then there exists a set S of size at most L − 1 and a Boolean function h : {0, 1} S → {0, 1} such that f (x) = h(x| S ). Since |S| < L, there exists some coordinate i ∈ {1, . . . , L} \ S. Since g depends on all coordinates, there are two inputs y, z to g differing only in the ith coordinate, say y i = 0 and z i = 1, such that g(y) = g(z). Since n ≥ 2L, there exists a coordinate j ∈ [n] \ ({1, . . . , L} ∪ S). Since L ≤ k ≤ n − L, we can extend y to an inputỹ to f such that x j = 1. The inputz =ỹ (i j) extends z. Since i, j / ∈ S, the inputsỹ,z agree on all coordinates in S, and so f (ỹ) = h(ỹ| S ) = h(z| S ) = f (z). On the other hand, f (ỹ) = g(y) = g(z) = f (z). This contradiction shows that f cannot be an (L − 1)-junta.
Discussion
Optimality. Lemma 3.10 shows that the size of the junta in Theorem 1.1 is optimal. However, it is not clear whether the bounds on k are optimal. The theorem fails when k ≤ d or k ≥ n − d, since in these cases every function has degree d. This prompts us to define the following two related quantities:
1. ζ(d) is the minimal value such that every Boolean degree d function on
2. ξ(d) is the minimal value such that every Boolean degree d function on
⌉, where η(d) is the maximum integer such that there exists a non-constant univariate degree
which is not a junta: Curiously, essentially the same function appears in [2, Section 7] as an example of a degree d function on the biased hypercube which is almost Boolean but somewhat far from being constant.
Extensions. It would be interesting to extend Theorem 1.1 to other domains. In recent work [4] , we explored Boolean degree 1 functions on various domains, including various association schemes and finite groups, and the multislice (consult the work for the appropriate definitions). Inspired by these results, we make the following conjectures:
1. If f is a Boolean degree d function on the symmetric group then there are sets I, J of O(1) indices such that f (π) depends only on π(i)| i∈I and π −1 (j)| j∈J .
2. If f is a Boolean degree d function on the Grassmann scheme then there are O(1) points and hyperplanes such that f (S) depends only on which of the points is contained in S, and which of the hyperplanes contain S. 
